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ROUGH HOUSE 4 & 6 PITCHING INSTRUCTIONS 

Rough House 4 Pictured 

In order to familiarize yourself with your new 
tent, we recommend you “test pitch” it before 
your ÿrst camping trip.  For technical support 
please visit www.slumberjack.com. 

Package Includes: Carry bags, tent body, rain °y, two main poles, 
two ridge poles, multiple guylines and tent stakes. 
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On an even piece of ground, lay out the main 
tent body and stake down the four corners.  
Completely assemble each pole section and 
make sure they are  properly connected 
before moving to step 2. *Improper assembly 
of each pole sections can result in structural 
failure that is not covered under warranty. 
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Insert pole tips into the metal eyelets at back 
corners.  Flex pole to stand up and insert pole tips 
into metal eyelets at front corners.  Be sure to lift 
both main tent body as well as main poles for 
an easier pitch. 

Eyelet connectors used 
for main poles, ridge 
poles & rain °y. 

Ridge pole should be 
placed over main poles. 

Rain °y pole connectors 
located under rain °y 
guy out points. Rain °y attachment.
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Work your way around the tent to attach all 
clips to the proper poles. Slide ridge poles 
through pole sleeves above door. Ensure the 
ridge poles are placed over the main poles 
and then connect the pole ends to the 
yellow webbing with metal eyeles at the 
top/side of the tent.  
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Lay tent °y over tent - door to door.  Using the 
“Ridge pole & rain °y eyelet attachment” connect 
the °y to ridge poles (behind main ridge pole 
eyelets). Attach hook/loop rain °y connectiors on 
underside of °y to poles (x4).  Connect rain °y to 
each stake out corner with side release buckles. 
Stake out vestibule, doors and all guy out points 
for the most stable pitch.  
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